Installing the XF module into the Robin BMFL Wash
Install the XF module with the device switched off only!
Unplug from mains before!
To install the XF module.
1. Disconnect the fixture from mains and allow it to cool for 10 minutes.
2. Remove plastic covers of the head by loosening the 4 quarter-turn fasteners on each cover.
3. Unscrew three screws (1) at sides of the fan holder and remove the fan holder (2) with fan.
4. Unscrew two screws securing the crossbar module (4) on the opposite side of the fixture.
5. Release two cables (power supply for control electronics, communication) from cable holder on
the crossbar module (4).
6. Loosen both screws (3) securing the crossbar module (4) to the fixture chassis and remove it from
the fixture.
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7. Insert the XF module (5) into chassis of the fixture and screw two screws (6) at each side of
the XF module into chassis of the fixture.
8. Connect two cables (power supply for control electronics, communication) to the XF module (5).
9. Screw the fan holder (2) with fan back to the fixture chassis and secure the XF module (5) on the opposite
side via two screws.
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10. Place both plastic covers back on the fixture head and tighten the 4 quarter-turn fasteners on each cover.
11. After switching the fixture on, new menu items relating to the new effects will appear in the control menu of
the fixture and DMX chart will respond to the Robin BMFL Wash XF. The sign "XF" will appear at the top left
corner of the screen.
Note: In case that you will remove the XF module (5) from the fixture, the crossbar module (4) has to be installed back to the fixture
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